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This study compared the uses of emotion vocabulary in narratives elicited from monolingual
speakers of Russian and English and advanced American learners of Russian. Monolingual
speakers differed significantly in the distribution of emotion terms across morphosyntactic
categories: English speakers favored an adjectival pattern of emotion description, and Russian
speakers a verbal one. Advanced American learners of Russian shifted from the adjectival to
the verbal pattern in Russian and thus began approximating the usage of native speakers of
Russian. At the same time, the data revealed 6 areas where learner usage differed from the
monolingual Russian corpus: morphosyntactic transfer from the first language (L1), semantic
transfer from the L1, greater use of adverbial constructions, absence of a language-specific
verb frequently used by native Russian speakers, violations of appropriateness of sociolinguistic
register, and a significantly lower proportion of emotion word tokens.

ALL OF OUR CONVERSATIONS, SHORT OR
long, superficial or heart-to-heart, involve some
form of emotion talk. “How are you today? Is every-
thing okay? You look sad.” “I am okay, just stressed
out.” “How is she doing? This must be very frustrat-
ing for her.” We are always engaged in attempts to
express—or, for that matter, hide—our own feel-
ings and to evaluate and describe the emotions
of others. At times, we come up short, failing to
explain adequately how we feel, or to understand
whether our interlocutor is upset, frustrated, or
simply tired. The task of interpreting, commu-
nicating, and describing emotions in a second
language (L2) is even harder because different
languages have distinct emotion vocabularies and
ways of expressing emotions.

Dewaele (2005) called for closer investigation
of emotion expression in instructed language
learning. The goal of the study reported here was
to examine how advanced American learners of
Russian use Russian emotion vocabulary to de-
scribe others’ feelings. Our discussion begins with
an overview of previous studies of the emotion
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vocabulary of L2 learners. We subsequently dis-
cuss similarities and differences between Russian
and English emotion lexicons and introduce a
study in which we compared lexical choices of
American learners of Russian to ones made by
native speakers of Russian and English in the con-
text of the same task. We end by discussing the
implications of our findings for the structure of
the bilingual mental lexicon and for foreign lan-
guage (FL) instruction.

EMOTION VOCABULARY IN LEARNER
LANGUAGE

Emotions can undoubtedly be expressed
through a variety of verbal and nonverbal chan-
nels, including body language, facial expressions,
and intonation. Here, however, we focus on lex-
icon, a key area in FL instruction. Linguists, psy-
chologists, and anthropologists studying the emo-
tion lexicon are commonly concerned with one of
four areas: (a) emotion words, (b) emotion-laden
words, (c) emotion expressions and metaphors,
or (d) emotion discourse.

The majority of the studies focus on emo-
tion words, such as anger , joy, or sadness, that
refer directly to particular feelings (Apresjan,
1997; Johnson-Laird & Oatley, 1989; Levontina &
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Zalizniak, 2001; Stepanova & Coley, 2002;
Wierzbicka, 1999; Zalizniak, Levontina, &
Shmelev, 2005). These words are relatively easy
to single out and study because they constitute a
more or less defined category, or at least a cate-
gory with clear prototypes.

Recently, scholars have begun considering
emotion-laden words, that is, words such as en-
dearments or taboo and swear words, that in-
dex or elicit speakers’ emotions from interlocu-
tors without necessarily naming them (Altarriba &
Canary, 2004; Harris, 2004). At present, research
on emotion-laden words is in its beginning stages
because this category is more fluid and open-
ended than that of emotion words, with words
gaining different emotion connotations and af-
fective functions depending on the context (e.g.,
Democrats or Republicans may function as abstract
words in some contexts and as positively or neg-
atively charged words in others). The boundary
between the two categories is not clear-cut either,
and in some instances, emotion words may serve
both referential and affective functions (e.g., What
a joy! , What a horror!).

The third area of study involves emotion expres-
sions and metaphors and examines them from se-
mantic, lexicographic, and cognitive standpoints
(Apresjan & Apresjan, 2000; Kövecses, 2000).
The fourth area involves emotion discourse,
that is, ways in which speakers deploy emo-
tion and emotion-laden words, expressions, and
metaphors in various forms of discourse, includ-
ing personal narratives, oral interaction, and writ-
ten texts (Bloch, 1996; Kyratzis, 2001; Lutz, 1996;
Pavlenko, 2002a, 2002b; Ries, 1997; Rintell, 1990;
Sharonov, 2005; Shimanoff, 1983).

For this study, we combined the first and the
fourth approaches to examine the uses of emo-
tion words in narratives by advanced FL learners;
we also considered the uses of emotion expres-
sions and metaphors in their narratives. Before
discussing the study, however, we briefly review the
few other investigations that have addressed the
uses of emotion vocabulary by FL and L2 learn-
ers. (For a review of research on identification of
emotions by FL and L2 learners, see Dewaele &
Pavlenko, 2002.)

Rintell (1990) was among the first scholars to
examine the emotion talk of L2 learners. She
compared the uses of emotion vocabulary in per-
sonal narratives of 6 native speakers of English
and 8 intermediate L2 learners of English. Rintell
found that the learners’ stories were less elaborate
than those told by the native speakers of English,
and that they lacked several features, such as fig-
urative language, reported speech, epithets, and

depersonalization, that made the native speakers’
stories vivid and engaging.

Toya and Kodis (1996) compared the responses
of 10 native speakers of English and 10 Japanese
learners of English to five scenarios that could
potentially elicit anger. The researchers detected
both similarities and differences in the partic-
ipants’ responses. For example, in a scenario
in which a vending machine “ate” one’s lunch
money, the native speakers of English said that
they would react verbally (curse) and physically
(perhaps kick or punch the machine). The L2
learners stated that they would express their anger
verbally or would not be angry at all at an inani-
mate object. In another scenario involving waiting
in a restaurant for 30 minutes, more L2 learners
of English than native speakers of English stated
that they would be angry and would feel justified
in expressing their anger verbally. Overall, the re-
sponses showed that L2 learners did not consis-
tently interpret the scenarios in the same way as
native speakers of English did. In some instances,
they did not know how to express their anger ad-
equately in English or did not feel comfortable
doing so.

Although interesting and informative, these
two studies share some common weaknesses: a
low number of participants and, as a result, a
lack of generalizability, as well as a lack of con-
trol for the influence of such variables as gen-
der and language proficiency. A larger number of
participants took part in Dewaele and Pavlenko’s
(2002) study that examined emotion vocabulary
in the speech of 29 Dutch learners of French and
34 Russian learners of English. The researchers
found that the use of emotion vocabulary may
be affected by language proficiency, gender, de-
gree of extraversion, sociocultural competence,
and the type of linguistic material.

Language proficiency effects were found only
in the L2 French corpus, where highly proficient
learners used more emotion word tokens than
learners with medium and low levels of profi-
ciency. It was somewhat counterintuitive, however,
that these highly proficient learners did not ap-
pear to use more emotion lemmas; that is, they
did not seem to have richer emotion vocabular-
ies than medium- and low-proficiency learners.
These findings require further examination with
a larger participant pool. Gender was also a factor
only in the L2 French corpus; female learners had
richer emotion vocabularies than males. There
were no significant differences between men and
women in the L2 English corpus. This difference
may be explained by the fact that the two sets of
participants performed different tasks.
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Dewaele and Pavlenko’s (2002) study offered
an important contribution to our understanding
of L2 learning of emotion vocabulary, but it had
a number of limitations. The first limitation was
a lack of clarity in terms of the researchers’ an-
alytical choices and assumptions. For instance,
the researchers examined the numbers of emo-
tion lemmas and tokens used by the speakers,
but did not clarify the nature of the relationship
between the number of emotion words used by
speakers and their knowledge of emotion vocabu-
lary. The second limitation of the study was the
lack of differentiation between emotion words
(anger , love , sadness), emotion-laden words (ill-
ness, death, hooker), and evaluative words (certain,
reliable , ideal), all of which were examined as emo-
tion words. The inclusion of evaluative vocabu-
lary raises questions concerning the validity of the
findings with regard to emotion vocabulary per
se. Finally, the two corpora did not have a suffi-
cient number of participants to explore fully the
influence of the key variables. For instance, the
L2 French corpus had 6 highly proficient speak-
ers, 18 medium-proficiency speakers, and 5 low-
proficiency speakers. A comparison of such small
and uneven groups does not allow for general-
izations about the influence of language profi-
ciency.

SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
RUSSIAN AND ENGLISH EMOTION
LEXICONS

In this study, we attempted to avoid some of
these limitations by focusing on emotion words,
by using a comparatively large number of partic-
ipants (n = 129), and by controlling for gender
and socioeducational background. We also com-
bined quantitative and qualitative approaches to
examine ways in which the American learners
used Russian emotion vocabulary. Most impor-
tant, we grounded the study in a particular analyt-
ical approach—contrastive learner corpus analy-
sis. In this approach, corpora comparable in size
are collected from learners as well as from native
speakers of the learners’ L1 and L2 who are sim-
ilar to the learners in age, gender, and socioedu-
cational background. Learners’ L2 performance
is then compared to the native speaker corpora
to uncover similarities and differences between
them (Altenberg & Granger, 2001; Belz & Vyatk-
ina, 2005). Contrastive learner corpus analysis has
been gaining ground in second language acquisi-
tion studies as a method that helps ascertain the
source of L2 learner errors, assess the importance
of L1 transfer, and detect covert divergences in

language use by L2 learners and native speakers
beyond error analysis (Aijmer & Altenberg, 1996;
Altenberg, 2002; Granger, 1996; Johansson, 2003;
Liu & Shaw, 2001; Pavlenko, 2002b).

In what follows, we discuss differences be-
tween Russian and English emotion words in four
areas: distribution of words across morphosyn-
tactic categories, preferred patterns of emotion
coding, syntactic constructions and subcatego-
rization frames, and language-specific emotion
words. Many more differences undoubtedly ex-
ist between the two languages, in particular in the
areas of semantics, pragmatics, and discourse (cf.,
Bogdanovich-Werner, 2005; Levontina & Zaliz-
niak, 2001; Stepanova & Coley, 2002; Wierzbicka,
1992, 1998; Zalizniak et al., 2005). We have, how-
ever, limited our discussion to issues informing
our research design and analysis.

Distribution of Words Across Categories

Both Russian and English have emotion
nouns (e.g., radost�/joy), adjectives and pseudo-
participles (e.g., rasstroenny�/upset), adverbs
(e.g., grustno/sadly), transitive verbs (e.g.,
rasstroit� kogo-to/to upset someone), and in-
transitive verbs (e.g., volnovat�s�/to worry). The
morphosyntactic categories are the same in the
two languages. What differs is the distribution of
terms across categories: Russian has a high num-
ber of intransitive verbs, whereas English has only
a few, such as to rejoice , to worry, to fume , or to grieve
(Wierzbicka, 1992).

Preferred Pattern of Emotion Coding or Description

A second difference lies in the preferred pat-
tern of emotion coding or description. English
favors adjectives or pseudoparticiples, such as
upset , worried , or disgusted , that refer to inner
states. These terms are often used with copula
verbs, such as the state verb to be , change-of-
state verbs to become and to get , and perception
verbs to seem, to appear , to look, and to feel . In
contrast, Russian speakers distribute their choices
more evenly across nouns, adjectives, verbs, and
adverbs (Pavlenko, 2002a). They nevertheless fa-
vor verbs and, in particular, intransitive and re-
flexive emotion verbs that mark aspect and dura-
tion of particular actions and processes, as seen in
Example 1.

Wierzbicka (1992) argued that these lexicaliza-
tion differences, namely, the preference for an
adjectival pattern in English and a verbal pattern
in Russian, are indicative of dominant conceptu-
alizations of emotions in the two languages. In
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Example 1

Elena zagrustila Elena got sad. (literally: began
manufacturing sadness)

Deti razveselilis�. The children began to have fun. (literally:
began to enjoy themselves)

Ne nervniqa�! Don’t worry! (literally: Don’t be worrying.)
Horoxo, qto ty prixla, a to � u�e
volnu�s�.

Good thing you arrived,
because I am already worried. (literally:
worrying [myself])

Nu kak ona tam, pere�ivaet? So, how is she, worrying [herself]?
Ne obi�a�s� na men�, po�alu�sta,
�to � tak sgor�qa l�pnula, ne podumav.

Don’t be offended/upset with me, please,
I just blurted it out without thinking.

her view, emotions are conceptualized in Russian
as inner activities in which one engages more or
less voluntarily, whereas in English they are con-
ceptualized as passive states resulting from either
external or past causes.

A somewhat different argument about lexi-
calization differences was put forth by Semin,
Gorts, Nandram, and Semin-Goossens (2002).
They found that the working emotion lexicons
of Dutch speakers contain more emotion nouns,
whereas the working emotion lexicons of Hin-
dustani speakers contain more emotion verbs.
They interpreted these findings as suggesting
that cultures that emphasize independence and
individuality represent emotions through adjec-
tives and nouns that function as self-markers. In
contrast, cultures that stress interdependence fa-
vor emotion verbs that function as relationship
markers. Wierzbicka’s (2004) discussion of Pol-
ish emotion verbs that refer to relationships—
similar to their Russian counterparts serdit�s�
‘to be cross at someone/angry with someone’
or obi�at�s� ‘to be hurt by someone/to feel
upset with someone’—lends support to this
view.

Syntactic Constructions and Subcategorization
Frames

It is important that Russian—unlike many
other European languages—allows its speakers
to present subjects not only as agents but also
as passive experiencers, through an abundance
of impersonal constructions (Wierzbicka, 1992).

Example 2

Mne obidno. I am hurt/offended.
(literally: [To] me [it is] hurtful.)

Sone stalo grustno. Sonia got sad.
(literally: [To] Sonia [it] became sad.)

Mihailu budet stydno. Michael will be ashamed/embarrassed.
(literally: [To] Michael [it] will be embarrassing.)

These constructions involve nouns or pronouns
in the dative case, emotion adverbs function-
ing as predicates, and, in the past and future
tenses, the change-of-state verbs byt� ‘to be’ and
stanovit�s� ‘to become’. (These constructions
are illustrated in Example 2.) Although English
also has impersonal constructions (e.g., It is diffi-
cult for me to disagree), they are not as prominent
in emotion expression as they are in Russian.

The second important cross-linguistic differ-
ence in morphosyntactic constructions used
to describe emotions involves combinations of
state verbs (byt�/to be), change-of-state verbs
(stat�/to become), and perception copula verbs
(vygl�det�/to look, quvstvovat�/to feel) with
emotion adverbs and adjectives. In English, this
construction is common, whereas Russian speak-
ers in similar contexts often opt either for emo-
tion verbs or for impersonal constructions, as in
Example 3.

Literal translations of these constructions are
also possible, even though they are significantly
less frequent and not always semantically appro-
priate. These constructions involve emotion ad-
jectives in the instrumental case, for example,
Ona vygl�dela soverxenno nesqastno� ‘She
looked completely unhappy’.

In the same way, constructions with to look
like , which are very common in English, can be
translated into Russian with the help of the di-
rect translation equivalents kak and kak budto,
but they are not particularly common and may
sound awkward. Such translations are shown in
Example 4.
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Example 3

Jenny looked sad. �en� grustila.
(literally: Jenny was manufacturing sadness.)
�ene bylo grustno.
(literally: [To] Jenny [it] was sad.)

Example 4

He looks like he is going to cry.
(common in English)

U nego tako� vid, kak budto on sobiraets�
plakat�.
On vygl�dit, kak budto on sobiraets� plakat�.
(Both are grammatically correct but uncommon and
awkward in Russian.)

Poho�e, qto on vot-vot zaplaqet.
(common in Russian)

It seems that he is about to burst into tears. (literally:
begin crying)

Language- and Culture-Specific Emotion Words

Each language also has some words that lack
translation equivalents in the other language. En-
glish, for instance, has no exact translation of
the Russian verb pere�ivat� (perezhivat’) that
refers to the process of worrying, taking things
hard and experiencing them keenly, or, liter-
ally, suffering things through. In turn, Russian
does not have single-word equivalents of such
common English emotion words as fun or frus-
tration. Elena Koreneva (2003), a well-known
Russian actress who had lived for a while in
the United States with her American husband,
wrote in her memoirs that “frustration—quvstvo
neudovletvoreni�, smexannoe s dosado�,
kotoroe voznikaet posle bol�xih o�idani�”
(frustration—a feeling of dissatisfaction mixed
with vexation/annoyance that appears after great
expectations) is impossible to translate into Rus-
sian with one word (p. 383). As a consequence,
American students have to find alternative lin-
guistic means when rendering these and other
untranslatable emotion words in Russian. For ex-
ample, We were having fun would be rendered Nam
bylo veselo (literally: [It] was joyful [to] us).

With all these semantic and morphosyntactic
differences in mind, let us now see what hap-
pens when advanced American learners talk about
emotions in Russian.

RESEARCH DESIGN

Objective

The purpose of this study was to determine
whether advanced American learners of Russian
would use Russian emotion vocabulary similarly
to native speakers of Russian in the context of the
same task, and, when they did not, to identify the
sources of their difficulties and errors.

Method

In accordance with the contrastive learner cor-
pus analysis approach adopted here, we collected
data from advanced American learners of Rus-
sian and from native speakers of the learners’ L1
(English) and L2 (Russian) who were similar to
the learners in age, gender, and socioeducational
background. The native Russian corpus allowed
us to identify the range of language variation in
the target language and to assess the American
learners in comparison to a real, rather than an
idealized, reference group. The native English
corpus allowed us to determine whether partic-
ular errors stemmed from L1 transfer.

In selecting among different types of data we
could have collected, we chose elicited narratives,
that is, narratives elicited through the use of vi-
sual or verbal stimuli. Narrative elicitation enjoys
the advantages of both experimental and ethno-
graphic approaches to the study of language use.
On the one hand, narratives, unlike vocabulary
tests, allow researchers to study language use in
context. On the other hand, elicited narratives of-
fer a measure of control: All participants describe
the same stimulus, and, consequently, their lexi-
cal choices can be meaningfully compared across
groups.

Stimulus

In choosing an elicitation stimulus, we opted
for a visual rather than verbal stimulus because
it allowed us to compare how various groups of
speakers categorize and name specific aspects of
the world around them and, in the present case,
how they interpret and describe other people’s
emotions. Because none of the commonly used vi-
sual prompts target emotion vocabulary, we used
a 3-minute film, The Letter , with a musical sound-
track but no verbal exchanges, created specifically
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for this study. In the film, a young woman comes
home, gets her mail, opens a letter, reads it, and
becomes visibly upset. Her roommate comes in,
tries to talk to her unsuccessfully, sees the letter,
and begins reading it without permission. The
first woman notices that the roommate is read-
ing her letter, grabs the letter, and stomps out of
the room. The participants describing this film
had to display their skills of creating third-person
descriptions, that is, descriptions of emotions of
others around them.

Participants

To take into account linguistic variation stem-
ming from geographic and socioeducational fac-
tors, we collected monolinguals’ narratives in two
different geographic locations and at two differ-
ent types of universities: elite cosmopolitan uni-
versities (Cornell University and the University
of St. Petersburg) and large public universities,
one located in a rural area in the United States
(Pennsylvania State University) and the other in
a midsize Siberian town in Russia (Tomsk State
University). Three sets of corpora were collected
in the study:

1. Russian narratives were collected from 49
participants who had only minimal knowledge
of either German, English, or French. Of these
participants, 20 native speakers of Russian (10 fe-
males, 10 males), aged between 18 and 26 years,
were undergraduate students at the University
of St. Petersburg. The other 29 native speakers
of Russian (21 females, 8 males), aged between
18 and 21 years, were undergraduate students at
Tomsk State University.

2. English narratives were collected from 50
participants who had only minimal knowledge of
either French, Spanish, or Latin. Of these partic-
ipants, 20 native speakers of English (10 females,
10 males), aged between 18 and 26 years, were un-
dergraduate students at Cornell University. The
other 30 native speakers of English (15 females,
15 males), aged between 18 and 24 years, were
undergraduate students at the Pennsylvania State
University.

3. L2 Russian narratives were collected from
30 advanced American learners of Russian (15
females, 15 males); undergraduate and gradu-
ate students enrolled in 6th and 7th level, and
in graduate-level Russian courses in the intensive
immersion program at the Middlebury Summer
Russian School.

The age range of the L2 learners was wider
than in the previous two samples: 19 participants

(9 females, 10 males) were between the ages of
19 and 24 years (M = 22.2 years), and 11 partici-
pants (6 females, 5 males) were between the ages
of 28 and 56 years (M = 35.7 years). Although
the students differed in the length of their study
of Russian (a range of 1–16 years, M = 5.3 years),
their skills were relatively similar. On a 7-point
scale where 1 equaled poor and 7 native-like , most
of the L2 learners saw themselves as best at read-
ing (M = 4.9) and weakest at writing (M = 4.2),
with listening (M = 4.7) and speaking skills (M =
4.3) somewhere in between.

Data Collection and Analysis

We interviewed each participant separately.
They first watched the film and then recalled it,
speaking directly into a tape recorder. We chose to
elicit oral, rather than written, narratives because
oral narratives are more representative of spon-
taneous speech. We subsequently transcribed all
the tapes in the language of the original. We iden-
tified and underlined emotion words (for lists of
emotion words produced by each group see Ap-
pendixes A, B, and C) and analyzed the uses of
these words across groups, both quantitatively and
qualitatively. The quantitative analysis focused on
the influence of native language, gender, and so-
cioeconomic background on the narrative length,
the size and richness of emotion vocabulary, and
the distribution of emotion words across mor-
phosyntactic categories. The qualitative analysis
examined linguistic factors that affected lexical
and morphosyntactic choices. Throughout our
analysis, we distinguished between lemmas (units
of meaning or words) and tokens (lexical items or
lexemes).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Narratives

The three narratives below are fairly represen-
tative of the respective corpora from which they
came: the Russian corpus, the English corpus,
and the L2 learner corpus, respectively. Emotion
words, that is, words naming particular emotions,
are underlined.

Russian Corpus: Olga, 20 Years Old, Student
at Tomsk State University, Accounting Major. Nu,
fil�m naqinaets� s togo qto . . . � . . . � . . . v
kadre po�vl�ets� devuxka, dovol�no sim-
patiqna�, � . . . nu ne/qut�-qut� nebre�no
odeta�. Vot, ona idet po ulice mimo,
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� . . .domov, vot . . . zahodit, � . . . k sebe domo�,
� . . .razbiraet . . . poqtu, � . . . nu . . .beret
pis�ma, � . . .razdevaets�, prohodit v kom-
natu, sadits� v kreslo, � . . . z/otkryvaet
pis�mo, naqinaet qitat� ego i . . . nu,
soder�imoe e� �vno . . . pis�ma ne oqen�
nravits�, ona �to . . . ogorqaets� oqen�,
nu i potom ona uglubl�ets� . . . ewe, nu
dal�xe qitaet. M-m . . . voobwe oqen� sil�no
rasstraivaets�, � . . . kladet pis�mo na
stol, pere�ivaet, beret op�t� v ruki
pis�mo, op�t� m-m pereqityvaet, oqev-
idno, konec tam, ili qto . . . �, vot . . . op�t�
rasstraivaets�, hvataets� za golovu
rukami, vot, potom v komnatu zahodit . . .m-
m ili podruga, ili sestra . . .devuxka
kaka�-to . . . � . . . nu smotrit, qto . . . ta de-
vuxka pere�ivaet, mo�et ona hoqet e�
posoquvstvovat� ili qto . . .uznat� v
qem delo, beret pis�mo, � . . . to�e ego
qitaet, � . . . vot . . . nu naverno da�e ne
doqitav pis�mo, � . . . ta perva� devuxka
vstaet, � . . . kak by . . . nu, ne to qto vyh-
vatyvaet, no tak . . .beret . . .iz ruk to�
vtoro� . . . �. . . pis�mo. . . i uhodit, tak. . .
qut�-qut� na/na nervah. Vot po�alu� vse.

Well, the movie begins with . . . . uhm . . . uhm . . . on
the screen appears a young woman, quite pretty,
uhm . . . not/somewhat sloppily dressed. So, she is
walking down the street, by, uhm . . . some houses,
so . . . [she] comes in, uhm . . . home, uhm . . . sorts
out . . . the mail, uhm . . . well . . . takes her letters,
uhm . . . takes off [her coat], comes into the room,
sits down in an armchair, uhm . . . opens a letter,
begins reading it and . . . well, the content doesn’t
seem . . . . [she] doesn’t like the content of the letter,
she, well . . . gets very distressed, and then she
reads again . . . again, reads it further. Uhm . . . gets
really upset, uhm . . . puts the letter on the ta-
ble . . . suffers [literally: experiences deep emotions],
then takes the letter again, again uhm rereads, appar-
ently, the ending or something . . . uhm, so . . . again
gets upset, grabs her head, well, then enters the
room . . . uhm, either a friend, or her sister . . . some
young woman . . . uhm . . . well, [she] sees that . . . the
other woman is suffering, maybe she wants
to empathize or something . . . to learn what is go-
ing on, takes the letter, uhm . . . also reads it,
uhm . . . well . . . possibly, without having finished the
letter, uhm . . . the first woman gets up, uhm . . . as
if . . . well, not grabs, but . . . takes . . . from the hands
of the other woman . . . uhm . . . the letter . . . and leaves,
so . . . somewhat st/stressed out [literally: on nerves].
That’s it, I think.

English Corpus: Jeremy, 19 Years Old, Student at the
Pennsylvania State University, Chemical Engineering

Major. This girl was walking home, looked like. . .

from a shirt from college, looked like a college
sweatshirt, and she was going back to her apart-
ment, looked like. And she/you know. . . normal
day, she got her mail, came up, sat down, saw a let-
ter, I guess it stood out ‘cause she opened it first.
The letter was obviously bad news because she
looked pretty upset from the way she was holding
her head and her face/facial expressions. I think
it was a bill, looked like a bill, because. . . some-
thing about size. Didn’t look like a. . . she had like
enough time to read like a letter. So I’m guessing
it was like a bill she couldn’t pay, a credit card or
school. That really upset her. The she looked at
it again because she didn’t want to believe it or
had to take a second look at it. Then it looked like
her roommate came out and saw she was upset.
Maybe she asked her why she was upset and then
she picked up the letter to see what was wrong
and the girl who/that was upset took the letter
back kind of angry because she didn’t want her
looking at her mail, her business. And so maybe
it could have meant it was something besides the
bill. And then she just stormed off, the roommate
sat down . . . I think she was just upset, just wanted
to go and worry about it herself. Didn’t want to
talk about it. I think she just wanted to go some-
where to figure out what she was going to do.

L2 Learner Corpus: Brandon, 20 Years Old,
Advanced American Learner of Russian, Student at
the Middlebury Russian Summer School, Interna-
tional Affairs Major. Mne ka�ets� qto . . . zimo�
mo�et byt� . . . pozdno . . . osen�� i . . . est�
�enwina, ona xla po ulice sredi tipiqnogo
ra�ona v Amerike, mne kazalos�. I prixla
domo�, ona poluqila/a ona poluqila po-
qtu, i ona otkryla i pis�ma tam qto-to
grustnoe. � ne zna� qto. No mne ka�ets�
mo�et byt� ona . . . ona vygl�dela . . .dl�
vozrasta kak VUZa i navernoe mo�et byt�
�to . . . pis�mo iz universiteta . . . v kotorom
oni . . . otkazali ee mo�et byt�. 	to, �to
tipiqny� rasskaz v VUZe v Amerike . . .Ooo,
� ne postupila v �konomi�! � ne stanu
bogatym! � ne stanu . . .	to vsegda by-
vaet. 	to oqen� va�no. Koneqno, sovsem ne
va�noe v Amerike gde ty uqils�, no stu-
denty vsegda oqen� bo�ts�, oqen� smexno.
No duma� �to, qto sluqilos� . . .mo�et
byt� ee sestra, mo�et byt� ee mat�/ee
l�bovnica, � ne zna�, ona prixla v kom-
natu i . . . podoxla k �enwine s pis�mom
to�e napisala i druga� �enwina ona ne
stala . . . grustno�. Ona vygl�dela kak ona
soqust . . . soqust, soqustvovala . . .drugo�
�enwine i duma� qto �to bylo kak . . .
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otka-zy-va-�wee . . . pis�mo . . .dl� per-
vogo/dl� pervo� �enwiny, no � ne sovsem
pon�l i potom �to vse. . . .mo�et byt� ona
hotela, ona oqen� grustna�, ona prosto
hotela byt� odin/odna, mo�et byt�, i
mo�et byt� �to bylo, � ne zna�, mo�et byt�
�to bylo qto-to . . .drugo� �enwine, i � ne
zna�, i ona stala serdits� k ne�/serdito� k
ne�.

It seems to me that [it is] . . . winter
maybe . . . late . . . fall and . . . there is a woman,
she was walking down the street on a typical American
block, it seemed to me. And [she] came home, she
received/she received [her] mail, and she opened and
letters and there was something sad there. I don’t know
what. But it seems to me that maybe she . . . she looked
like . . . college-age and maybe it is . . . a letter from a
university . . . where they . . . rejected her maybe. This,
this is a typical story with colleges in America . . . Ooh,
I didn’t get into economics! I won’t become rich! I
won’t . . . This always happens. It is very important.
Of course, it is not important in America where
you studied but students always fear, very funny.
But I think that’s what happened . . . maybe her
sister, maybe her mother/her lover, I don’t know,
she came into the room and . . . came over to the
woman with the letter also wrote and the other
woman she did not become . . . sad. She looked like she
empa . . . empa/empathized. . . [with] the other woman
and I think it was like a . . . re-jec-tion . . . letter . . . for
the first, for the first woman, but I did not completely
understand and that’s it . . . maybe she wanted/she
was very sad, she wanted to be alone/alone, maybe,
and maybe it was, I don’t know, maybe it was
something . . . the other woman, and I don’t know,
and she became angry, angry towards her.

We now turn to the results of the quantita-
tive and qualitative analyses of the three corpora.

Monolingual Corpora

Quantitative Analysis. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test revealed that all of our data were normally dis-

TABLE 1
Size and Lexical Richness in the Narrative Corpora

Number of Lexical Richness
Number Emotion Emotion of the Emotion
of Words Lemmas Word Tokens Lexicon (TTR)

Russian corpus 5,959 51 216 0.24
N = 49 M = 121.6 M = 1.04 M = 4.4
English corpus 8,665 36 277 0.13
N = 50 M = 173.3 M = 0.72 M = 5.5
American learner corpus 6,700 36 159 0.23
N = 30 M = 223.3 M = 1.2 M = 5.3

tributed for narrative length, proportion of emo-
tion tokens, and proportions of morphosyntactic
categories. We, therefore, analyzed the data using
parametric statistics, including independent sam-
ple t -tests, analyses of variance (ANOVA), mul-
tivariate analyses of variance (MANOVA), and
Scheffé posthoc analyses. We first discuss the in-
fluence of the independent variables (native lan-
guage, gender, and socioeconomic background)
on narrative length and the proportion of emo-
tion tokens in the corpora. We then examine the
influence of these variables on the distribution
of emotion words across morphosyntactic cate-
gories. These dependent variables are well estab-
lished: Narrative length has been used in previous
research on productivity (Dewaele & Pavlenko,
2003), and proportions of morphosyntactic cat-
egories have been analyzed in Dewaele (1996,
2001).

Table 1 summarizes the comparison of the cor-
pora in terms of size and lexical richness of emo-
tion vocabulary. In terms of narrative length, we
found significant differences between the Russian
and American monolinguals (t = 5.02, df = 91,
p < .0001), with the American group producing
longer extracts (M = 173.3 words, SD = 57.9) than
the Russian group (M = 121.6 words, SD = 43.8),
despite the fact that articles were not included in
the word count. An ANOVA revealed a main ef-
fect for group (American monolinguals, Russian
monolinguals, and American learners of Russian)
with respect to narrative length (F = 25.1, df =
2,126, p < .0001, eta2 = .285). Scheffé posthoc
analysis revealed significant differences among
the three groups (all p < .003), with the learn-
ers’ narratives being significantly longer than the
monolinguals’ narratives. We will return to this
difference in our discussion of the learner data.

In terms of emotion vocabulary, the overall
number of emotion word tokens was somewhat
higher in the English narratives than in the Rus-
sian ones (277 vs. 216), but there were no sig-
nificant differences between Russian and English
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TABLE 2
Gender in the Narrative Corpora

Number of Number of Lexical Richness
Number of Emotion Emotion of the Emotion

Words Lemmas Word Tokens Lexicon (TTR)

American females (n = 25) 4,290 23 136 0.17
M = 171.6 M = 0.92 M = 5.44

American males (n = 25) 4,375 28 141 0.20
M = 175 M = 1.12 M = 5.64

Russian females (n = 31) 3,827 40 151 0.26
M = 123.5 M = 1.29 M = 4.9

Russian males (n = 18) 2,132 32 65 0.49
M = 118.4 M = 1.78 M = 3.6

American learners, females (n = 15) 3,540 29 87 0.33
M = 236 M = 1.93 M = 5.8

American learners, males (n = 15) 3,160 20 72 0.28
M = 210.7 M = 1.33 M = 4.8

monolinguals in terms of the proportion of emo-
tion tokens (t = –1.58, df = 97, p > .05). The
lexical richness of the emotion lexicon, measured
through type/token ratio, was higher in the Rus-
sian corpus (0.24 vs. 0.13), with Russian speak-
ers using a wider variety of emotion lemmas than
American English speakers (51 vs. 36).

Table 2 summarizes the results in terms of the
influence of gender. Gender did not show any
effect on narrative length either in English (t =
–.21, df = 47, p > .05) or in Russian (t = .38,
df = 47, p > .05). In terms of the proportion of
emotion tokens, no gender differences emerged
in the English corpus (t = .37, df = 48, p > .05);
Russian-speaking women, however, used a signifi-
cantly larger proportion of emotion tokens than
Russian-speaking men (t = 2.72, df = 24.7, p <

.01). These inconsistent results suggest that gen-
der may not directly influence the size and use
of emotion vocabulary or narrative length. This
outcome is not surprising: Owing to multiple con-
textual influences on ways in which speakers of

TABLE 3
Socioeducational Background in the Narrative Corpora

Number of Number of Lexical Richness
Number of Emotion Emotion Word of the Emotion

Words Lemmas Tokens Lexicon (TTR)

University of St. Petersburg (n = 20) 2,621 34 98 0.35
M = 131.1 M = 1.7 M = 4.9

Tomsk State University (n = 29) 3,338 36 118 0.31
M = 115.1 M = 1.2 M = 4.1

Cornell University (n = 20) 3,359 26 130 0.20
M = 168 M = 1.3 M = 6.5

Pennsylvania State University (n = 30) 5,306 27 147 0.18
M = 177 M = 0.9 M = 4.9

different languages perform gender, gender can-
not influence language performance in a uniform
manner (see also Dewaele & Pavlenko, 2002; Lutz,
1996; Shimanoff, 1983).

Table 3 summarizes the results in terms of the
university type, which was taken here to represent
socioeducational background. No differences in
narrative length were found within the Ameri-
can corpus between the groups from Cornell and
Penn State (t = –.53, df = 48, p > .05), nor
within the Russian corpus between the groups
from Tomsk and St. Petersburg (t = 1.26, df = 47,
p > .05). In terms of the proportion of emotion
tokens, a difference emerged within the Amer-
ican corpus between the students from Cornell
and Penn State (t = 2.72, df = 24.7, p < .012). No
such difference emerged in the Russian corpus.

Let us now consider the influence of the in-
dependent variables on the distribution of emo-
tion words across morphosyntactic categories.
Table 4 summarizes the group results, and
Figure 1 illustrates the results graphically. We can
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TABLE 4
Morphosyntactic Categories in the Emotion Vocabulary

Nouns Adjectives Verbs Adverbs Total

Russian corpus (n = 49) 22% 24% 51% 3% n = 216
n = 47 n = 52 n = 110 n = 7

English corpus (n = 50) 6% 75% 18% 1% n = 277
n = 16 n = 209 n = 49 n = 3

American learner corpus (n = 30) 11% 26% 48.5% 14.5% n = 159
n = 18 n = 41 n = 77 n = 23

see that speakers of Russian and English differed
in the preferred pattern of emotion coding in
retellings of The Letter . English speakers favored
emotion adjectives (75% of all emotion word to-
kens), whereas Russian speakers favored emotion
verbs (51% of all emotion word tokens). These
patterns also held within the subcorpora. Adjec-
tives accounted for 70% of all emotion words in
the Cornell corpus and for 80% in the Penn State
corpus. Verbs accounted for 46% of all emotion
words in the St. Petersburg corpus and for 55% in
the Tomsk corpus. It is interesting that the dom-
inant patterns were stronger in the corpora with
lower lexical richness, which suggests to us that
speakers with more limited lexicons may appeal
to more predictable lexical choices.

FIGURE 1
Comparison Between English L1, Russian L2, and Russian L1
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No significant influences of gender or socioe-
conomic background emerged in the analysis of
morphosyntactic categories (all p > .05), but there
was a significant effect of the native language. A
MANOVA revealed a significant main effect of
group membership on the proportions of mor-
phosyntactic categories (Wilks lambda = .35, F
= 21.5, df = 4,123, p < .0001, eta2 = .412). Ac-
cording to the criteria set out by Cohen (1992),
the amount of variance (41.2%) explained by the
model is indicative of a large effect size. The anal-
ysis of between-subjects effects suggests that the
group effect was strongest for adjectives (F =
80.7, p < .0001, eta2 = .562), followed by verbs
(F = 30.0, p < .0001, eta2 = .322), nouns (F =
14.0, p < .0001, eta2 = .188), and adverbs
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TABLE 5
Multiple Comparisons (Scheffé) Between
Proportions of Emotion Nouns, Adjectives, Verbs,
and Adverbs Selected by English Monolinguals
(EL1), Russian Monolinguals (RL1), and American
Learners of Russian (RL2)

Dependent Mean
Variable GROUP GROUP Difference SE α

EL1 RL1 −19.3 3.7 .0001
Nouns RL2 EL1 4.7 4.2 ns

RL2 RL1 −14.6 4.2 .003
EL1 RL1 59.9 5.0 .0001

Adjectives RL2 EL1 −53.1 5.8 .0001
RL2 RL1 6.8 5.8 ns
EL1 RL1 −37.9 5.3 .0001

Verbs RL2 EL1 35.1 6.1 .0001
RL2 RL1 −2.8 6.1 ns
EL1 RL1 −3.0 2.5 ns

Adverbs RL2 EL1 14.0 2.9 .0001
RL2 RL1 11.0 2.9 .001

(F = 12, p < .0001, eta2 = .165). Scheffé posthoc
tests, summarized in Table 5, show significant dif-
ferences between the two monolingual groups in
their use of adjectives, verbs, and nouns, but not of
adverbs.

Qualitative Analysis. We also analyzed the cor-
pora in terms of the actual lexical choices the
speakers made. Analysis of the English corpus re-
vealed a high level of agreement concerning iden-
tification of the main protagonist’s emotions: 45
out of 50 participants described the woman with
the adjective upset in combination with the copula
verbs to be , to get , and to become , as in Example 5.

Example 5

she was really frustrated, upset. . .

she got really upset when she read the letter. . .

she became very upset that her friend was looking
through her mail. . .

Altogether, the word upset appeared 119 times
in the English corpus and accounted for 43%
of the emotion word corpus (see Appendix A).
Among other frequently used words were the
emotion adjectives angry (24 tokens, 9% of the
emotion word corpus), mad (16 tokens, 5.8%),
and sad (10 tokens, 3.6%), as well as the verb to
cry (15 tokens, 5.4%). These choices suggest that
the participants perceived the female protagonist
both as sad and angry, either simultaneously or at
different points in the film.

The Russian speakers also saw the young
woman as upset and used two translation equiv-

alents of the adjective upset to refer to her,
the verb rasstraivat�s� (rasstraivat’sia) (43 to-
kens, 20% of the emotion word corpus) and the
adjective rasstroenna� (rasstroennaia) (24 to-
kens, 11%). Example 6 illustrates the use of these
words.

Example 6

Qi/qita� pis�mo, ona rasstraivaets�, vi-
dat�, �to byla . . . ne oqen� horoxa� novost�
dl� nee, ona oqen� rasstroilas�.

‘Re/reading the letter, she is becoming up-
set (rasstraivaetsia, present tense/imperfective),
looks like it was . . . not very good news for
her, she got really upset (rasstroilas’, past
tense/perfective).’

Together with the corresponding noun
rasstro�stvo (rasstroistvo), these choices ac-
counted for 32% of the emotion word corpus.
Rasstraivat’sia is not the only frequently used
verb—the other two popular choices are pere�i-
vat� (perezhivat’) ‘to suffer, to worry, to expe-
rience something keenly’ (18 tokens, 8% of the
emotion word corpus) and plakat� ‘to cry’ (10
tokens, 4.6%). As noted earlier, perezhivat’ is a
language-specific word that does not have an ex-
act translation equivalent in English. As a verb, it
can be used in all three tenses (past, present, and
future) but only in an imperfective aspect; its per-
fective counterpart, pere�it� (perezhit’), means
‘to survive, to live through’. The verb rasstrai-
vat�s� (rasstraivat’sia) also has a perfective equiv-
alent rasstroit�s� (rasstroit’sia), which refers to
a completed action whose result is still in effect.
The imperfective verb can be used in all three
tenses, but the perfective one only in the past and
future tenses.

Example 7 shows that Russian speakers used
these verbs in conjunction with tense and aspect
markers to discuss processes that have a clear start-
ing point (e.g., naqinaet rasstraivat�s� ‘be-
gins to be upset’, ona oqen� rasstroilas� ‘she
got very upset’) and duration (ona pere�ivaet
‘she is worrying/suffering’, ona sidela pere�i-
vala ‘she was sitting [and] worrying/suffering’).
What is particularly interesting is that Rus-
sian speakers often used the verbs perezhi-
vat’ and rasstraivat’sia/rasstroit’sia together to
describe a sequence of emotion actions or
processes.

Example 7

Vidimo, pis�mo ne oqen� pri�tnoe, po-
tomu qto devuxka naqinaet rasstraivat�s�,
pere�ivaet.
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‘It looks like the letter is not a very pleasant
one, because the woman is beginning [to be
getting] upset (rasstraivat’sia, present tense/
imperfective), [she is] worrying/suffering
(perezhivaet, present tense/imperfective).’

. . . vidimo, pis�mo bylo . . . peqal�nogo
soder�ani�, potomu qto ona sil�no
rasstroilas�. Nu pokazano kak ona pere�i-
vaet . . .

‘ . . . apparently, the letter had . . . sad con-
tents, because she got really upset (rasstroilas’,
past tense/perfective). So it shows how she
is worrying/suffering (perezhivaet , present
tense/imperfective). . .’

. . . proqitav �to pis�mo, ona oqen�
rasstroilas�. Vidimo, tam bylo nepri�tnoe
izvestie. I sid� v svoe� komnate,
razmyxl��, v obwem, ona oqen� pere�i-
vala.

‘ . . . having read this letter, she got really up-
set (rasstroilas’, past tense/perfective). Looks
like it contained some unpleasant news. And
sitting in her room, thinking, well, she
was really worrying/suffering (perezhivala, past
tense/imperfective).’

. . . po-vidimomu, pis�mo ee qem-to rasstroi
lo, ona sidela pere�ivala . . .

‘ . . . apparently, the letter upset (rasstroilo, past
tense/perfective) her somehow, she was sit-
ting [and] worrying/suffering (perezhivala, past
tense) . . . ’

The switch from one verb to another allows
speakers to shift from perfective (rasstroit’sia) to
the imperfective aspect (perezhivat’), to differenti-
ate between the starting point of a particular pro-
cess (rasstroilas� ‘got upset’) and the action in
progress (pere�ivaet ‘is worrying/suffering’),
and also to avoid repetition. This aspect-related
usage mirrors the use of these two verbs in con-
temporary literary and colloquial Russian, as il-
lustrated in the following quotation, taken from
a recent novel by a bestselling Russian writer of
murder mysteries, Aleksandra Marinina (2005):

Mne stydno, qto � svoim povedeniem zastavil
ego tak sil�no pere�ivat�. I pust� ego pere�i-
vani� ka�uts� mne nepravil�nymi, mne vse
ravno stydno, i se�qas � gotov na vse, lix� by on
perestal rasstraivat�s�. (p. 132) ‘I am ashamed
that my behavior made him suffer/worry (perezhivat’)
so much. Even if his worries/feelings (perezhivania)
seem wrong to me, I am still ashamed, and now I am
ready to do anything so that he would stop being so
upset (rasstraivat’sia).’

What we see then is that, although for the
most part Russian and English speakers agreed
on the emotions they wanted to describe, English
speakers described them predominantly with ad-
jectives, such as upset , and Russian speakers pre-
dominantly with verbs, such as rasstraivat’sia and
perezhivat’ . There were also some discrepancies
in terms of how the two groups perceived the
woman’s state. English speakers saw her not only
as sad but also as angry, with the total of 47 word
tokens for anger (2), angry (24), furious (1), mad
(16), pissed off (2), and angrily (2) accounting for
17% of the emotion word corpus. Russian speak-
ers, on the other hand, used only 9 emotion word
tokens describing anger (4% of the corpus), with
no agreement on any single word (for a list of
all the words, see the next section and Appendix
B). This low frequency and the lack of agreement
suggest that ‘angry’ was not a dominant interpre-
tation in the Russian corpus.

To sum up, using quantitative and qualitative
analyses, we identified five important differences
between the two monolingual corpora. First, they
differed significantly in terms of mean narrative
length: English monolinguals produced longer
narratives than Russian speakers. Second, they dif-
fered in terms of lexical richness: Russian speak-
ers displayed higher lexical richness of emotion
vocabulary than speakers of American English.
Third, they differed in the distribution of emo-
tion terms across morphosyntactic categories: En-
glish speakers favored an adjectival pattern of
emotion description and Russian speakers a ver-
bal one, as would be predicted by Wierzbicka,
(1992). Fourth, the two groups differed somewhat
in terms of lexical choices. English speakers fa-
vored an emotion adjective upset with a range of
copula verbs. In turn, Russian speakers described
the same character using the adjective rasstroen-
naia, which corresponds to upset , but also two
intransitive verbs, rasstraivat’sia and perezhivat’ ,
which worked in tandem to mark aspect and to
describe a sequence of emotion actions or pro-
cesses. Fifth, the two groups differed somewhat in
their interpretations of the main character’s emo-
tions: Americans were more likely to see the main
character as angry or mad , in addition to being
upset or sad . Let us now see how advanced Amer-
ican learners of Russian performed on the same
task.

American Learner Corpus

Quantitative Analysis. As we discussed earlier,
American learners produced significantly longer
narratives than either monolingual group (see
Table 1). It appears that the learners did not align
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exactly with either monolingual group in this task;
rather, they behaved as L2 learners or users. The
monolingual participants saw the task as a recall
and performed it easily in their native languages.
In contrast, the learners interviewed in their L2
may have suspected that the quality of their per-
formance would also be subject to judgment and
may have tried to impress the researcher by dis-
playing their ability in Russian. The length of their
narratives was further affected by the fact that, to
navigate lexical gaps, they had to resort to para-
phrasing and circumlocution.

Despite the increased length, the learners’ nar-
ratives contained a smaller proportion of emotion
word tokens than the monolinguals’ narratives.
An ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of
group for the proportion of emotion tokens (F =
9.1, df = 2,126, p < .0001, eta2 = .127). The
effect size was small (see Cohen, 1992). Scheffé
posthoc analyses revealed a significant difference
between the learners and the English monolin-
guals (p < .021), as well as between the learners
and the Russian monolinguals (p < .0001). It ap-
pears, therefore, that the L2 learners used fewer
emotion words than the monolingual speakers.
Nevertheless, the lexical richness of emotion vo-
cabulary in the learner corpus (0.23) was higher
than that in the English corpus (0.13) and sim-
ilar to that in the Russian corpus (0.24). These
numbers suggest that the learners had a rich va-
riety of emotion words at their disposal. Gen-
der, as discussed in the previous section, was not
a consistent influence across the corpora, and
the influence of the socioeducational background
could not be examined in the learner corpus
since all the narratives were collected at a single
institution.

Figure 1 and Table 4 show that, in terms of their
morphosyntactic choices, the learners conformed
to the native Russian pattern in using more verbs
(48.5%) than adjectives (26%) in their narratives.
Table 5 shows that the L2 learners differed from
the monolingual English speakers in their use of
adjectives, verbs, and adverbs, but not of nouns.
They were similar to the Russian monolinguals
in their use of adjectives and verbs, but differed
from them in the use of nouns and adverbs. In
other words, with respect to the use of adverbs,
the L2 learners differed from both monolingual
groups. Let us now consider these results from a
qualitative standpoint.

Qualitative Analysis. As was seen in Table 4, de-
spite the lack of significant differences, there was
growth in the proportion of emotion nouns used

in the American learner corpus (11%), as com-
pared to the monolingual English corpus (6%).
This growth may suggest that the learners are
beginning to internalize the Russian pattern of
describing emotions through nominal construc-
tions. The analysis of the lexical choices by the
learners (see Appendix C) indicates that they
used some of the same nouns that native speak-
ers of Russian did (Appendix B)—nastroenie
‘mood’, neudovol�stvie ‘discontent’, otqa�nie
‘despair’, sosto�nie ‘state’, quvstva ‘feelings’,
and �mocii ‘emotions’—and sometimes in sim-
ilar constructions, for example, ona byla v
otqa�nii ‘she was in despair’.

In some cases, however, the learners exhibited
the mastery of the appropriate nouns but not of
collocations or morphosyntactic constructions in
which the nouns appeared, and used the verb
byt� ‘to be’ instead of the more appropriate but
less frequent verbs, such as ispytyvat� ‘to expe-
rience’ or ohvatyvat� ‘to grasp/seize’, as seen in
Example 8.

Example 8

u nee byla strah

‘she had fear’ (It would be more appropriate to
say ee ohvatil strah ‘she was grasped by fear’
or e� bylo straxno ‘it was scary to her’.)

The dominance of verbs compared to adjectives
in the learners’ narratives similarly suggests that
the learners are beginning to internalize the Rus-
sian preference for the verbal pattern over the
adjectival one. The learners used some of the
same verbs that native speakers of Russian did:
bespokoit�s� ‘to worry’, (za-)plakat� ‘to cry, to
begin crying’, obidet�s� ‘to take offense, to feel
hurt [by someone]’, ogorqat�(-s�) ‘to be pained,
annoyed’, rasstraivat�s� ‘to get upset’, so-
quvstvovat� ‘to empathize’, udivl�t� ‘to sur-
prise’, and uspokoit�(-s�) ‘to calm down’. Some
learners sounded native-like in the way they de-
scribed the protagonist’s feelings through verbs,
as illustrated in Example 9.

Example 9

Ona proqitala �to pis�mo, ka�ets�, qto v
�tom pis�me byla kaka�-to ploha� novost�.
Ona zaplakala, oqen� rasstroilas� . . .

‘She read the letter, it seems that the letter con-
tained some bad news. She began crying, got very
upset (rasstroilas’ , past tense/perfective).’

�sno, qto v nem qto-to nepri/nepri�tnoe
. . . napisano, nu potomu qto ona sil�no
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rasstroilas�. Ona ne zaplakala, ka�ets�,
qto ona rasserdilas� . . .

‘It is clear that there is something un-
plea/unpleasant in it . . . written, because she got
really upset (rasstroilas’ , past tense/perfective).
She didn’t start crying, it seemed that she got an-
gry . . .’

Nevertheless, several learners transferred the
adjectival pattern from their L1 English into Rus-
sian. In contexts in which the L1 Russian speak-
ers would use intransitive reflexive emotion verbs,
such as rasserdit�s� ‘to get cross/angry at
someone’ or rasstroit�s� ‘to get upset’, these
L2 learners opted for emotion adjectives pre-
ceded by change-of-state verbs stat� (perfec-
tive)/stanovit�s� (imperfective) ‘to become’,
as seen in Example 10.

Example 10

ona byla serdito�/serdita
‘she was angry/angry’ [changes case endings]

ona stala serdito�
‘she became angry’

ona uxla potomu, qto ona byla oqen�
serdita�, mne ka�ets�, i oqen� grustna�
‘she left because she was very angry, it seems to
me, and very sad’

ona qitala pis�mo, i ona stala oqen� grust-
no�
‘she was reading the letter, and she became very
sad’

druga� �enwina ona ne stala . . . grustno�.
Ona vygl�dela kak ona soqust/soqust/
soqustvovala . . .drugo� �enwine. . .
‘the other woman she did not become . . .sad.
She looked like she empa/empa/empathized. . .

[with] the other woman . . .’

perva� devuxka . . . (2.0) . . . nu vot kak stala
rasstroena, i ona uxla
‘the first girl . . . (2.0) . . . so she became upset, and
she left’

As we previously noted, in English, utterances
containing pronouns, state or change-of-state
verbs, and emotion adjectives (Pro + Verb + Adj
[Nominative]) are fully grammatical and fairly
common. Russian, on the other hand, favors emo-
tion verbs in similar contexts. It is quite unusual to
hear or see constructions such as Pro + Verb + Adj
(Instrumental) (e.g., ona stala grustno� ‘she
became sad’). Yet the students transposed the En-
glish pattern onto Russian, producing instances

of morphosyntactic transfer. During the debrief-
ing session, several students stated that they were
not aware of the fact that Russian favors emo-
tion verbs, whereas English speakers prefer ad-
jectives. Although it is entirely possible that they
may have learned and forgotten this fact, our anal-
ysis of a corpus of Russian textbooks revealed that
these differences were not mentioned in the texts
(Pavlenko & Driagina, 2006).

Another interesting discrepancy between verb
choices of native speakers of Russian and Ameri-
can learners of Russian was the complete absence
of the verb perezhivat’ in the learner corpus. We ar-
gue that even though several Russian textbooks in-
troduce this verb, its absence in spontaneous pro-
duction is not surprising. Both the verb rasstrai-
vat’sia and its corresponding adjective, rasstroen-
nyi, map in the learners’ mental lexicons onto a
familiar notion of getting upset, whereas the verb
perezhivat’ has neither a structural, in other words
adjectival, nor a semantic counterpart in English,
and is thus harder to acquire. In the debriefing
session, the learners acknowledged that they had
seen the verb before but were not aware of its
high frequency and salience in Russian emotion
discourse and had not learned how to use this
verb in everyday communication.

Another discrepancy was evident in seman-
tic choices made by the American learners and
the native speakers of Russian. The learners
demonstrated greater consistency in describing
the woman as angry and stating that she was
either serdita� ‘angry/cross’ (7 tokens) or
rasserdilas� ‘got cross, angry at someone’ (17
tokens). The uses of lemmas in the semantic
field of serdit�s� (serdit’sia) ‘to be experienc-
ing anger/to be cross with someone’ accounted
for 16% of the emotion words in the learner cor-
pus. This performance was consistent with that
of the monolingual English speakers (17% of the
emotion word corpus) and suggests that the learn-
ers tended to interpret emotions in culturally spe-
cific ways. This is especially striking since none
of the words in the field of serdit’sia were used
by native speakers of Russian. A few participants
mentioned that the woman experienced dosada
‘annoyance’ (2 tokens), zlost� ‘anger, malice,
spite’ (1 token), that she was vozmuwena (-na�)
‘indignant’ (2 tokens), razdra�ena ‘irritated’ (1
token), or that the letter angered her, zlit� ‘to
anger’ (1 token) and she got angry, razozlit�s�
‘to get angry/irritated’ (1 token) and was behav-
ing in an angry manner, razgnevanno ‘in wrath, in
ire’ (1 token). Importantly, however, there was no
agreement between the speakers on these choices.
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This difference in interpretation between
Americans (monolinguals and L2 learners) and
Russians does not mean that Americans saw anger
where there was none. Rather, what we see is a
cross-linguistic difference in categorization of par-
ticular verbal and nonverbal behaviors. English
speakers categorized the protagonist’s behaviors
as a display of ‘anger’. Russian speakers, on the
other hand, did not see these behaviors as a dis-
play of serdit’sia ‘to be cross/angry at someone’.
A few, however, used lexical items in the field of
zlit’sia ‘to be experiencing anger’, revealing dif-
ferences between serdit’sia, a relational process in-
volving another person or people, and zlit’sia, a
process that may have abstract causes. The learn-
ers, however, have mapped the Russian terms
serdit’sia and serdita� (serditaia) ‘angry/cross
at someone’ directly onto angry in their mental
lexicons, without differentiating between serdit’sia
and zlit’sia, and, in so doing, displayed conceptual
transfer.

An intriguing difference between the learners
and the monolingual speakers (both Russian and
English) involved the uses of adverbs. As seen in
Tables 4 and 5, the learners significantly overused
adverbs, as compared to monolingual speakers
(14.5% in the learner corpus vs. 3% in the Rus-
sian corpus and 1% in the English corpus). There
may be two reasons for this overuse. The first rea-
son is L1 transfer because adverbial constructions
allow learners to use state and change-of-state
verbs in ways similar to adjectival constructions.
The second reason, suggested by our analysis of
current Russian textbooks and by debriefing ses-
sions with the learners, is textbook and classroom
emphasis on impersonal constructions with predi-
cate adverbs. Learners are taught—and justly so—
that impersonal constructions are a common way
of talking about one’s own and others’ feelings,
moods, and attitudes. However, Russian has two
competing patterns of describing emotions, one
with subjects as agents and one with subjects as
passive experiencers. Native speakers of Russian
opted for the active pattern in the context of this
task, whereas several learners overgeneralized im-
personal constructions to contexts in which they
were not used by native speakers of Russian, as
seen in Example 11.

Example 11

e� stala grustno . . . e� bylo st/obidno
‘it became sad to her . . . it was sh/hurtful to her’

e� ne bylo tak sqastlivo
‘it wasn’t so happy to her’ [semantically inappro-
priate]

oqevidno e� oqen� ploho
‘it is clear that she is unwell’

ona qitala odno pis�mo i �to bylo oqen�
grustno
‘she was reading one letter and it was very sad’ [It
is not clear what was sad, the letter or the sight of
the woman reading it.]

Some learners also differed from the native
speakers of Russian in the sociolinguistic appro-
priateness of their lexical choices. These learners
appealed to choices sanctioned in their textbooks
and classrooms that are either too literary or too
strong for the context of this particular task, such
as koxmar ‘nightmare’ or u�as ‘horror’. They
also appealed to an inappropriately high liter-
ary register when using emotion expressions and
emotion metaphors, as seen in Example 12.

Example 12

mne ka�ets� qto kak serdce ne razbilo . . .
‘it seems to me that is like heart is not broken’

dl� pervu� devuxku otkryt� svo� duxu . . .
‘for the first girl to open her soul’

Finally, we found evidence of systematic diffi-
culties with lexical retrieval and morphosyntactic
choices in the area of emotion vocabulary. These
difficulties were evident in the following verbal
and nonverbal behaviors:

1. An increased amount of pausing, hesita-
tion, and false starts in sentences that describe the
protagonist’s feelings; we see several such pauses
and false starts in Brandon’s narrative, for exam-
ple, one ne stala . . . grustno� ‘she didn’t be-
come . . . sad’, ona hotela/ona oqen� grustna�
‘she wanted/she is very sad’.

2. Laughter in the context of pauses and false
starts when attempting to use emotion words.
Such laughter is commonly used to cover up the
feeling of discomfort about one’s proficiency.

3. Questions to the interviewer about the
correct form and meaning of Russian emotion
words, for example, “ona rasserdilas�, da?”
‘she got cross/angry, yes?’; “ona abitsa? ona
abilas�?” ‘she upset? she got upset?’ [the stu-
dent mispronounced the word obidet�s� ‘to
be hurt/offended by someone’]; “	to pravda,
utexit� ee?” ‘It is true, to comfort her?’

4. An increased appeal to alternative means
of emotion description, such as exaggerated in-
tonation, body language, repetition (e.g., ona
plakala, plakala ‘she was crying, crying’), and
direct speech (e.g., “Qto sluqilos�? Poqemu
tebe ploho?” ‘What happened? Why are you
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unwell?’), not used by native speakers of Russian
in the context of this task.

5. Lexical borrowing in contexts in which the
learners perceived lexical lacunae in their emo-
tion vocabulary, as is the case with the word frus-
tration that, as discussed earlier, lacks a Russian
translation equivalent. Example 13 illustrates such
borrowing.

Example 13

mo�et byt�, u nee frustraci� kaka�-to, ne
zna�
‘maybe, she had some frustration, I don’t know’

u nee byla frustraci�
‘she had frustration’

ne prosto grustnee, no kak qto-to ee fras-
triruet/frastrirovalo
‘not simply sadder, but something is frustrating
her, frustrated’

In sum, advanced American learners of Rus-
sian in our study were beginning to approximate
native speakers of Russian in terms of the lexi-
cal richness of their emotion vocabulary and mor-
phosyntactic and lexical choices, shifting from the
preference for an adjectival pattern of emotion
description in English to a verbal one in Rus-
sian. At the same time, we uncovered six differ-
ences between the monolingual Russian corpus
and the learner corpus: (a) L1 morphosyntactic
transfer of the adjectival pattern; (b) L1 concep-
tual transfer of the usage of adjectives and verbs
in the field of serdit’sia ‘to be cross/angry at some-
one’; (c) overuse of adverbial constructions, par-
tially explained by L1 transfer and partially by
instruction effects; (d) the absence of the verb
perezhivat’ ‘to suffer, to worry, to experience some-
thing keenly’, frequently used by native speakers
of Russian; (e) violations of appropriateness of so-
ciolinguistic register; and (f) a significantly lower
proportion of emotion word tokens in the learner
corpus. This last result may be explained by the
overall difficulties learners experience with emo-
tion vocabulary. Indirect evidence of difficulties
in retrieval of emotion words was seen in paus-
ing, laughter, paraphrasing, and circumlocutions,
and also in lexical borrowing and questions to the
interviewer.

CONCLUSIONS

We hope that our discussion has revealed the
advantages of contrastive learner corpus analysis
and of the uses of narratives in the study of ad-
vanced learner proficiency. This approach allows

us to hold the semantic referent constant and to
elicit comparable language samples from a variety
of speakers. The corpora, in turn, make it possi-
ble to identify a range of lexical choices made with
regard to a particular referent by native speakers
of the language in question. Thus, the answer to
the question “What would a native speaker say in
this context?” becomes an empirical, rather than
a hypothetical, one. Then, we can examine lexical
choices in the learner corpora and, because the
data are narrative, understand the contributions
of semantic, pragmatic, and structural factors to
lexical selection in the mental lexicon.

Our findings show that the advanced American
learners of Russian who participated in the study
had rich emotion vocabularies and displayed skill-
ful uses of emotion words in all morphosyntactic
categories. Many of their lexical and morphosyn-
tactic choices approximated those of native speak-
ers of Russian. These learners also internalized the
Russian preference for emotion verbs over adjec-
tives. They nevertheless continued experiencing
difficulties in describing the emotions of others
and, as a consequence, differed from the native
speakers of Russian in their morphosyntactic, se-
mantic, and register choices. Our findings identi-
fied two verbs as particularly difficult for the learn-
ers, the intransitive verb perezhivat’ ‘to suffer, to
worry, to experience something keenly’ and the
intransitive reflexive and relational verb serdit’sia
‘to be cross/angry at someone’. Perezhivat’ is dif-
ficult because it lacks a semantic equivalent in En-
glish and does not have a corresponding adjective
in Russian, which might have facilitated internal-
ization. Serdit’sia is difficult because it refers to a
narrow set of meanings. The learners mapped it
onto a partial translation equivalent, angry, that
corresponds to a much broader concept.

These findings have implications both for our
understanding of the structure of the bilingual
mental lexicon and for FL instruction. With re-
gard to the mental lexicon, we found that in the
process of FL acquisition learners can shift the
pattern of their structural choices; the L2 learn-
ers here replaced their preference for adjectives
with one for verbs. Structural preferences from
the L1 may nevertheless continue to influence
lexical selections in the L2, as was evident in
the transfer of the adjectival pattern from En-
glish into Russian. Furthermore, the acquisition
of the language-specific verb perezhivat’ seemed
to be complicated by the lack of a corresponding
adjective. Together, these results point to cross-
linguistic influence that affects both lexical selec-
tion in the L2 mental lexicon and the acquisition
of L2 emotion vocabulary.
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Our results were similar to Pavlenko’s (2002b)
finding that Russian–English bilinguals transfer
the adjectival pattern from L2 English into L1 Rus-
sian. We have two converging explanations for the
similarity between the transfer patterns in the two
studies. The first explanation is the dominance of
English in both sets of participants: the American
learners of Russian in this study and the Russians
living in the United States in Pavlenko’s (2002b)
study. The second explanation involves the lexical
options offered by Russian emotion vocabulary.
Russian facilitates the “transfer to somewhere”
(Kellerman, 1995, p. 126), or transfer-induced
overgeneralization of contexts in which the adjec-
tival pattern is appropriate. Transfer in the other
direction is rendered virtually impossible by the
low number of intransitive emotion verbs in En-
glish.

Our analysis revealed both system-wide and
item-specific cross-linguistic effects in the men-
tal lexicon. System-wise, we identified a structural
shift from the L1 to the L2 pattern occurring
in the lexicon of advanced American learners of
Russian, as well as negative L1 transfer, evident
in the use of emotion adverbs and adjectives.
Item-wise, we identified several emotion verbs
that represent particular difficulties for American
learners, such as serdit’sia and perezhivat’ . The lat-
ter findings revealed three patterns of mapping
between concepts and lemmas in the learner lex-
icon. Conceptual equivalence, as in the case of
upset/rasstroennaia, facilitates internalization of
new vocabulary (positive transfer). Partial equiva-
lence, as in the case of angry/serdit’sia, facilitates
internalization but may lead learners to use the
words in ways different from native speakers of
the target language (negative transfer). Finally,
the lack of a conceptual equivalent may compli-
cate the internalization of particular target lan-
guage items, as was the case with perezhivat’ (avoid-
ance), or lead to lexical borrowing from the L1,
as was the case with frustration.

Our findings also have implications for FL in-
struction. Although the learners in our study did
begin to approximate native–speaker use of Rus-
sian, they could nevertheless have benefited from
explicit metalinguistic instruction about differ-
ences between the Russian and English emotion
lexicons. It is noteworthy that the learners re-
ported during debriefing that their classes and
teaching materials did not address cross-linguistic
differences in structural patterns of emotion de-
scription in the two languages. Their observa-
tions were borne out in our analysis of the most
commonly used Russian textbooks; we found that
these texts did not explicitly discuss language-

specific semantic, pragmatic, and sociolinguistic
properties of Russian emotion vocabulary and
that some did not address emotion talk at all
(Pavlenko & Driagina, 2006). Even when particu-
lar texts did incorporate emotion vocabulary, the
corresponding communicative exercises focused
on descriptions of emotion states and moods, of-
ten through impersonal constructions, and did
not offer much explanation or practice in descrip-
tion of emotions as processes or of changes in
emotion states. The results of this study show that
such a limited focus may result in overgeneral-
ization and overuse of impersonal adverbial con-
structions, underrepresentation of emotion verbs,
difficulties in description of changes of emotion
states, and negative semantic and morphosyntac-
tic transfer.

We suggest that emotion vocabulary needs to
be incorporated in FL instruction as a separate
and important lexical and syntactic domain. In
Russian language pedagogy, such incorporation
means explicit metalinguistic instruction on struc-
tural and semantic differences between Russian
and English emotion lexicons, and introduction
of both impersonal and agentive constructions as
legitimate ways of talking about emotions. In gen-
eral, FL instruction needs to strike a balance be-
tween the following three components: (a) met-
alinguistic awareness-raising, that is, discussions
and exercises to help learners identify the means
used by target language speakers and writers to
express and describe emotions; (b) emotion ex-
pression, that is, written and oral exercises that
offer learners opportunities to practice both the
expression of their own emotions and the descrip-
tion of the emotions of others; and (c) emotion
interpretation, that is, written and oral exercises
that involve identification and interpretation of
characters’ emotions and of affective meanings
intended by target language writers and speakers.

Learner corpora offer interesting possibilities
in this area as a tool suited not only for learner
language analysis but also for data-driven teach-
ing and learning. We present a detailed discussion
of how to use learner corpora for form-focused
and awareness-raising instruction in our corpus-
based workbook for teachers and learners of ad-
vanced Russian (Pavlenko & Driagina, 2006). The
learners are invited to work with a retrievable cor-
pus (http://www.calper.la.psu.edu) that includes
but is not limited to the corpora discussed in the
present study. The corpus allows learners to re-
trieve contextualized examples of emotion lem-
mas in the speech of L1 and L2 speakers and,
thus, notice gaps between their own and na-
tive language forms. This approach is particularly
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useful for metalinguistic awareness-raising, where
we draw learners’ attention to overuse or under-
use of problematic words (e.g., perezhivat’) and
patterns (e.g., adverbial or adjectival vs. verbal
constructions) and help them discover appropri-
ate contexts for these lexical and syntactic choices.
Corpus-driven exercises are also a useful resource
for teaching emotion expression and emotion in-
terpretation. In our own workbook, students are
first asked to locate emotion references in the
narratives available from the retrievable corpus;
they are also encouraged to work with emotion
vocabulary in a larger corpus of Russian-language
materials (http://www.RusCorpora.ru). This in-
terpretive work allows them to locate appropriate
models for encoding their own affective mean-
ings.

In the contexts where appropriate corpora
are not available, teachers may consider collect-
ing their own, as well as using literary texts,
films, songs, poetry, and other written or spo-
ken texts for similar exercises focused on form,
interpretation, and self-expression. We also ad-
vocate exercises that promote learner analysis
of their own emotion talk. This learner-driven
approach offers students more active and re-
sponsible roles than traditional present–practice–
produce paradigms (Granger, 2002; Seidlhofer,
2002), which is of particular importance for such a
personal and subjective topic as the expression of
feelings.

We hope that our work will inspire further in-
vestigations of how emotions are encoded and
expressed in languages other than Russian and
in the speech of L2 learners of these languages
(see also Dewaele, 2005). We also hope that it will
enable Russian-language teachers to incorporate
emotion vocabulary into their classrooms and to
examine the effectiveness of such pedagogical in-
terventions.
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APPENDIX A
English Emotion Lemmas in the Narratives by American Monolinguals (N = 50)

Nouns (n = 16) Adjectives (n = 209) Verbs (n = 49) Adverbs (n = 3)

anger 2 angry 24 bother 1 angrily 2
depression 2 confused 1 break down 1 emotionally 1
disbelief 4 depressed (-ing) 5 comfort 4
disgust 1 disappointed 2 console 5
distress 1 disheartened 1 cry 15
emotion 1 distraught 4 deal 7
feeling (-s) 2 distressed (-ing) 3 disbelieve 1
tears 1 disturbed (-ing) 5 disturb 1
unresolve 1 embarrassed 1 feel 1
worriment 1 frustrated (-ing) 6 resent 2

furious 1 sigh 1
mad 16 sob 1
perplexed 1 upset (someone) 8
pissed (off) 2 worry 1
puzzled 2
sad 10
shocked 2
traumatic 1
unhappy 1
upset 119
upsetting 2

APPENDIX B
Russian Emotion Lemmas in the Narratives by Russian Monolinguals (N = 49)

Nouns (n = 47) Adjectives (n = 52) Verbs (n = 110) Adverbs (n = 7)

gore 3 vzvolnovana 3 bespokoit�s� 1 muqitel�no 1
‘grief, sorrow’ ‘agitated, anxious, worried’ ‘to worry’ ‘agonizingly’
dosada 2 vozmuwena (-na�) 2 vzdyhat� 3 nevero�tno 1
‘annoyance’ ‘indignant’ ‘to sigh’ ‘incredibly’
zlost� 1 vstrevo�enny� 1 volnovat�s� 1 nepri�tno 1
‘anger, malice, spite’ ‘anxious’ worried ‘to worry, to be anxious,

agitated’
‘unpleasantly’

isterika 1 gorestnye 1 gorevat� 1 nervno 1
‘hysterics’ ‘sad, sorrowful’ ‘to grieve’ ‘nervously’
nastroenie 3 nedovol�na 3 (za-) plakat� 10 ploho 1
‘mood’ ‘unhappy, discontent’ ‘to cry, to begin crying’ ‘badly’
nervy 2 nervna� 1 zlit� 1 razgnevanno 1
‘nerves’ ‘nervous’ ‘to anger’ ‘angrily, in wrath’
neudovol�stvie 1 ogorqena ‘-na�’ 4 nervniqat� 4 t��elo 1
‘discontent’ ‘pained, annoyed’ ‘to worry, to be anxious,

nervous’
‘heavily, with
difficulty’

ogorqenie 1 ozaboqena 1 obi�at�s� 1
‘pain, suffering, ‘concerned, ‘to take offense, to feel
vexation’ worried’ hurt’
otqa�nie 1 opeqalena 1 obradovat� 1
‘despair’ ‘saddened’ ‘to make someone happy’
panika 1 peqal�na� 3 ogorqat�’-s�’ 8
‘panic’ ‘sad’ ‘to be pained, annoyed’
pere�ivani� 2 podavlena 1 pere�ivat� 18
‘worries, emotional ‘depressed’ ‘to suffer, to worry,
experiences’ to experience something

keenly’

Continued
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APPENDIX B
Continued

Nouns (n = 47) Adjectives (n = 52) Verbs (n = 110) Adverbs (n = 7)

peqal� 1 potr�senna� 2 porazit� 1
‘sorrow, grief, sadness’ ‘shocked’ ‘to shock, to strike’
razoqarovanie 1 (ne) radostna� 3 potr�sti 2
‘disappointment’ ‘unhappy, literally: not joyful’ ‘to shock’
rasstro�stvo 3 razdra�ena 1 psihovat� 3
‘the state of being upset’ ‘irritated’ ‘to behave in a

crazy manner’
reakci� 4 rasstroena (-na�) 24 razveselit� 1
‘reaction’ ‘upset’ ‘to amuse’
slezy 1 (ne) sqastliva 1 razozlit�s� 1
‘tears’ ‘unhappy’ ‘to become angry’
smeh 1 razoqarovyvat�s� 1
‘laughter’ ‘to become disappointed’
smuwenie 1 rasstroit�’-s�’ 43
‘embarrassment, ‘to upset, to get upset’
confusion’
sm�tenie 1 reagirovat� 1
‘distress, disarray’ ‘to react’
sopere�ivanie 1 soquvstvovat� 1
‘empathy, compassion’ ‘to empathize’
sosto�nie 4 tronut� 1
‘state’ ‘to touch’
quvstva 5 ubivat�s� 1
‘feelings’ ‘to grieve, to mourn’
�mocii 6 udivl�t� 2
‘emotions’ ‘-s�’ ‘to be surprised’

uspokoit� 1
‘to calm someone down’
quvstvovat� 2
‘to feel’

APPENDIX C
Russian Emotion Lemmas in the Narratives by Advanced American Learners of Russian (N = 30)

Nouns (n = 18) Adjectives (n = 41) Verbs (n = 77) Adverbs (n = 23)

Bespoko�stvo 1 grustna� 14 bespokoit�s� 2 grustno 9
‘the state of worrying’ ‘sad’ ‘to worry’ ‘sadly’
duxa 1 nevesela� 3 bo�t�s� 1 nepri�tno 1
‘soul’ ‘unhappy, sad’ ‘to fear, to be afraid’ ‘unpleasantly’
koxmar 1 peqal�noe 1 vozbu�dat� 1 nedovol�no 1
‘nightmare, horror’ ‘sad’ ‘to excite’ ‘unhappily’
nastroenie 1 radostna� ‘rada’ 2 vozmuwat�s� 2 obidno 3
‘mood’ ‘happy, glad’ ‘to be indignant’ ‘hurtfully’
neudovol�stvie 1 razdra�ena 1 (za)plakat� 23 ploho 4
‘discontent’ ‘irritated’ ‘to cry, to begin crying’ ‘badly’
otqa�nie 2 razoqarovana 2 obi�at�s� 5 serdito 2
‘despair’ ‘disappointed’ ‘to take offense, to feel hurt

[by someone]’
‘angrily’

razdra�enie 2 rasstroena 10 ogorqat� (-s�) 2 smexno 1
‘irritation’ ‘upset’ ‘to be pained, annoyed’ ‘funny, funnily’

Continued
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APPENDIX C
Continued

Nouns (n = 18) Adjectives (n = 41) Verbs (n = 77) Adverbs (n = 23)

serdce 1 serdita� 7 razdra�at� 3 straxno 1
‘heart’ ‘angry, cross’ ‘to irritate’ ‘scary, scarily’
sosto�nie 2 sqastliva 1 (ras-) serdit�s� 17 sqastlivo 1
‘state’ ‘happy’ ‘to get cross, angry [at someone]’ ‘happy, happily’
strah 1 rasstraivat�s� 9
‘fear’ ‘to get upset’
u�as 1 soquvstvovat� 3
‘horror’ ‘to empathize’
frustraci� 1 udivl�t� 1
‘frustration’ ‘to surprise’
quvstva 2 uspokoit�’-s�’ 2
‘feelings’ ‘to calm down’
�mocii 1 utexat� 4
‘emotions’ ‘to pacify’

frastrirovat� 2
‘to frustrate’
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